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SUBJECT – ENGLISH I 

 MARKING SCHEME OF ENGLISH I F.M. -80 
 
NAME : ____________________________________SEC:____ROLL NO.______ 

Q1.  Fill in the blanks with ‘a’ , ‘an’  or ‘the’.    
 [1x6=6]     
a)   an    egg                         b)  theBible 

c)   a      puppy                     d)  an      inkpot 

e)   theGanga                    f)   a       bag 



* 1 mark will be awarded for each correct answer. 

*No marks will be awarded for a wrong answer. 

*1/2 mark will be deducted for beginning the answer with a capital 
letter. 

 

Q2.   Write a three letter word and a four letter word beginning with the 
alphabets given below.                                                                                                       
[1x6=6] 

                          three letter words                 four letter words 

a)          c -         catcoat 

b)          f -          fan fish 

c)          s -          sunsand 

* No mark will be awarded for a wrong answer . 

* ½ mark will be deducted for beginning the word with a capital letter.  

*Answers given above are only  for reference. Child may write any 
meaningful three and four letter words. 1 mark will be awarded for 
each correct answer. 

 
Q3.   Fill in the blanks with the correct words given in the bracket. 
[1x10=10]                          

a)    Ravi and Ali  are  playing chess. (is /are) 

b)     I am doing my homework . (I / We) 

c)    These books  have  nice pictures . (has/have) 



d)    She is my mother. (She/He) 

e)    I   wasbusy. (were / was) 

f)     They are sisters. ( It / They) 

g)    Rohan  has   a new car. (have / has) 

h)    They are my best friends. ( You /They) 

i)     He  is Mr. Roy. (He / She) 

j)     Roses are  beautiful. (is /are) 

*No marks will be awarded for wrong answers.  

*1/2 mark will be deducted for punctuation errors in b,  d,  f, h and I the 
word should begin with a capital letter whereas in a , c,  e ,g and j the 
word should be written in the small letters only. 

 

4.   Rearrange the words in alphabetical order.                             [1x8=8] 

a)      rat , dog , lion , cat 

Ans. cat , dog , lion , rat 

b)     toy , pen , eraser , book 

Ans. book , eraser , pen , toy 

 

*If the first word is wrong then the marks awarded will be 0. 

*1/2 mark will be deducted for each spelling mistake. 

  

Q5.    Put the naming words in the correct column from the help box.    
[1x12=12] 



 

 

Person                      Place                         Animal                     Thing 

pilot zoo henbag 

teacherparktiger chair 

tailor school dog jug   

 

*1/2 mark will be deducted for each spelling error . 

    *1/2 mark will be deducted on the whole if the answers(words) begin 
with a  capital letter . 

 

Q6.   Write the singular or the plural of the given words.                            
[1x5=5] 

 

         Singular                 Plural 

a)       boy                         boys 

b)       tree                        trees 

c)       toy             toys 

d)       flower                   flowers 

e)       chair                      chairs 

 

bag, pilot, zoo,hen, teacher, chair, park, tiger, jug, dog, tailor, school  



*No marks will be awarded for wrong answers. 

* 1 mark will be awarded for each correct answer. 

 

Q7.    Write the masculine or the feminine gender of the following words.    
[1x5=5] 

          Masculine             Feminine 

a)       prince                     princess 

b)       king                        queen 

c)       cock                        hen 

d)       lion                         lioness 

e)       father                    mother 

 

*1/2 marks will be deducted for each wrong spelling. 

 *No marks will be given for wrong answers. 

 

Q8.     Fill in the missing vowels to form words.                                            
[1/2x6=3] 

a)       t ip                   b)    f o x                      c)    h e n 

d)       m a n                e)    b u d                     f)     c a t 

 

Q9.     Fill in the missing consonants to form words.                                   
[1/2x6=3] 

a)      j ar                    b)    c ut                       c)    t ap 



d)      l og                   e)    m ug                      f)    f an 

 

*Q8. and Q9.   *No marks will be awarded for wrong answers. 

* Answers given above are only for reference . Child may write any 
vowel and consonant in the blank  space to form a meaningful  word. 

 

Q10.   Rewrite the sentences using capital letter and full stop.                      
[2x2=4] 

a)       elephant has a long trunk 

Ans. Elephant has a long trunk. 

b)       he is baking a cake 

Ans. He is baking a cake. 

 

*1/2 mark will be awarded for starting the sentence with a capital letter 
and 1/2 mark for putting a full stop at the end. 

* 1 mark will be awarded for writing the sentence correctly.  

*1/2 mark will be deducted for each wrong spelling and punctuation 
errors . 

 

Q11.   Look at the pictures and answer the following questions.                   
[2x2=4] 

a)       Where is the cat?   



Ans.   The cat is on the bed. 

b)       Where is the fish?  

 

Ans.   The fish is in the water. 

*1/2  mark will be awarded for starting the sentence in capital letter and 
1/2 mark for putting a full stop at the end. 

*1/2 mark will be deducted for the wrong usage of ‘where’ words. 

 

Q12.   Look at the pictures and fill in the blanks with This / That / These 
/Those to show that they are near or far.                                                                              
[1x4=4] 

a)   This    is a hut.  

 b)    Those  are apples.                                                     

 

  c)   These   are balls.   



   d)  That   is a dog.                                                                      

 

*1/2 mark will be deducted for not beginning the word in capital letter.  

* No marks will be awarded for wrong answers. 

 

 

Q13.    Write a paragraph on your favourite pet animal.                                 
[10] 

 

                             ___________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________



______________________________________________________________
________________________________________________ 

*One mark will be deducted for three wrong spellings. 

*A paragraph should at least have 8-12 lines. 

***************************************************************************************** 

 
SUBJECT-ENGLISH II 
    MARKING SCHEME OF ENGLISH II 

 
 A1.                                                                                       [15] 
     a) The mice loved the baker’s house because his house.           
         always had breads,cakes,cookies and fruits.    (3) 
     b)The people named the lake as ‘Megh Talaab’.    (3) 
     c)The cat’s favourite snack was cheese and mouse   (3) 
         sandwich. 
     d) The child wakes up during the day time.               (2) 
   e) The boys were throwing stones at the puppy.        (2) 
   f) The little cloud was grey in colour.      (2) 

 
[If 3 or 4 spelling mistake deduct 1 marks,2 spelling mistake 
deduct 0.5 marks,if the answer is totally different and wrong 
deduct full marks.] 

 
 



      A2. 
         a)floated,small     [1X8=8] 
         b) mother   
        c) moon,stars  
        d)sun,clouds  
        e)baker     

A2.[ If spelling mistake is their deduct 0.5marks in each 
blank,if complete  spelling is wrong zero marks will be given.] 

 
   A3.a         [1x5=5] 
   i) afraid of something or someone. 
   ii)when the sun rises and a new day begins. 
   iii)said yes to an idea. 
   iv)a flat area surrounded by hills. 
   v) a large area of water. 
  [If the answer is wrong zero marks,if 2 or more spellings are     
wrong 0.5 marks each will be deducted.] 

 
   b)          [1x5=5] 
   i)  v 
   ii) iv 
   iii) iii 
   iv) ii 



   v) i 
   [if the numbering is wrong full marks will be deducted] 
 
   A4.a) false        [1x5=5] 
   b)false 
   c)true 
   d)false 
   e)true 
   [if the answer is wrong 1 marks each will be deducted, 
   if spelling is wrong 0.5 marks will be deducted overall.] 
 
   A5.a) bake         [1x5=5] 
   b) gun 
   c)pray 
   d)fog 
   e)slant 
   [if the answer is wrong 1 marks each will be deducted, 
   if spelling is wrong 0.5 marks each will be deducted.] 
 
   A6.a)I am scared of dogs.     [2x4=8] 
   b)The sun is big and bright. 
   c)Ria is my best friend. 
   d)My bag is very heavy. 



   [if the answer is wrong no marks will be given,0.5 marks 
will be deducted for not beginning with capital letter and if no full 
stop is given,if 2 spelling mistake 0.5 marks will be deducted and if 
3 0r 4 spelling mistake 1 mark each will be deducted] 
    
   A7. 
     a)water                     [1x3=3] 
   b)people 
   c)little 
   [full marks will be deducted for any wrong spelling or 
wrong answer.] 
 
   A8.a)SUN       [1x4=4] 
   b)MOON 
   c)STARS 
   d)BIRDS 
   [full marks will be deducted for any wrong spelling or 
wrong answer.] 
 
   A9a)LEAF       [1x3=3] 
   b)FRUIT 
   c)ROOT 
    [full marks will be deducted for any wrong spelling or  wrong 
answer.] 



   A10 .       
                 a)pen             [1x3=3] 
   b)bin 
 c)ten   
                  [full marks will be deducted for any wrong spelling or 
                   wrong answer.] 

 
A11 . 
             a) littleplant    [1x8=8] 

  b) roseto see 
  c)wonderful 
  d)outsideworldmight 

    [ 0.5 marks each will be deducted for any spelling mistake, 
 full marks will be deducted for wrong answer.] 
 

 b)i)The little plant was sleeping inside the seed.  [3+3=6] 
 ii) The sunshine asked the plant to wake up and creep 
                     to the light. 
      [0.5 marks each answer will be deducted for not starting  with   
capital letter and ending with full stop,0.5 marks will be deducted 
for 2 spelling mistake,1 mark will be deducted for 3 or more spelling 
mistake.] 
 
                A12  a) flock       [1x3=3] 



  b)herd 
  c)pack 
                 [if the answer is wrong full marks each will be deducted, 
   if spelling is wrong 0.5 marks each will be deducted.] 
 
 A13.a)The sun grew brighter.    [1x3=3] 
  b)The driver helped Rehaan. 
  c)The water changed into clouds. 
         [0.5 marks each answer will be deducted for not   starting  
with   capital letter and ending with full stop,0.5 marks will be 
deducted for 2 or more spelling mistake,if the sequence of writing 
the sentence is wrong full marks will be deducted.] 
****************************************************************************** 
SUBJECT : MATHEMATICS  
Marking Scheme of Mathematics 

 
Q1. Fill in the blanks. (Write the answers only.)                                      
 [1x10=10] 

(a) 5 + 2 =   7   

(b)     76    comes after 75. 

(c)      82   comes before 83. 

(d)     123    comes between 124 and 126. 

(e) 80 <92 (put the correct sign <, > or =) 

(f) 34 >31 (put the correct sign <, > or =) 



(g) 78     =      78 (put the correct sign <, > or =) 

(h)  71    odd (write odd or even)  

(i) 69 <96 (put the correct sign <, > or =) 

(j) 62       even (write odd or even)  

 
 If the answer is wrong then no marks for it. 

 

Q2. Write in words.                                                                                                 

[2x5=10] 

(a) 36 – Thirty six 

(b) 171 – One hundred seventy one 

(c) 284 – Two hundred eighty four 

(d) 300 - Three hundred 

(e) 123 - One hundred twenty three 

 Half mark will be deducted for each wrong spelling. 

 Half mark will be deducted if the first word has been started with 

a small letter. 

 

Q3. Write in figures. (Write the answers only.)                            [1x5=5] 



(a) Twelve -                                12 

(b) One hundred two -                102 

(c) One hundred ninety five -     195 

(d) Two hundred fifty -               250 

(e)  Forty seven -                        47 
 If the answer is wrong then no marks for it. 

Q4. (A) Pick and write the smallest number from each of the 

following.[1X5=5] 

(a)     147        178        122       136 

(b)      56          67          45          91 

(c)      30          10          11         70 

(d)      31          34          38          13 

(e)       45          42         49          40 

(B) Pick and write the largest number from each of the following.  [1X5=5] 

(a)      86          94          70          63 

(b)      48          70          21          55 

(c)      89          40          34          23 

(d)    124        169        172        185 

(e)      57          45          74         87 

 



Q5. (A) Write the numbers in ascending order.        [2X2=4] 

(a)      10,       69,          35,         72 

Ans.        10          35   69       72 

(b)      67,         20,          34,         24 

Ans.20  24     34          67 

 If the order of the first two numbers is correct but the order of the last 

two numbers are not in proper order, then give 1 mark only. 

 If the first number is wrong then no marks for it. 

 

(B) Write the numbers in descending order.         [2X2=4] 

(a)     39,         12,          16,         19 

Ans.       39           19          16          12 

(b)     56,         37,           82,         78 

Ans.       82          78            56          37 

 If the order of the first two numbers is correct but the order of the last 

two numbers are not in proper order, then give 1 mark only. 

 If the first number is wrong then no marks for it. 

 

Q6. Write the place value of 2 in the following numbers.   [1X3=3] 

               H T O           H   T   O  

(a)      1  2  8                  2    0 



(b)      2  4  9           2     0     0 

(c)      3  0  2                         2 

 

Q7. Add the following. (Write the questions.)       [18] 

(a)         O                                              (b)           O  (1X2=2) 

3                                                              7 

    +   5                                                         +   2 

 
 

(c)   T   O                                               (d)        T   O   (2X2=4) 

    3   4                         4    5    

        +    1   2                                                        +   2    6     

 

 

     (e)  H   T   O                                             (f)      H    T   O  (3X2=6) 

            3    4    5                                                      7     6     4 

      +   241                                        +    2    1     2 

 

 

 

  (g)   H   T   O                                              (h)    H     T    O  (3X2=6) 

          1     2    7                                                                  2     2     4 

      +   2     5    7                                                   +   4    2     6 

 

8 9 

4    6 7    1 

6     5     0 3     8     4 

9    7     6 5    8    6 



 

 

 

a) 8             each question 1 mark 
b) 9 
c) 46           each question 2 marks 
d) 71 
e) 586 
f) 976          each question 3 marks 
g) 384 
h) 650 

 
 If answer is wrong then no marks for that question. 

 

Q8. (A) Write the numbers from 72 to 79.                                                        [4] 

 72  73  74  75 

 76  77  78  79 

     (B) Write the numbers backward from 149 to 142.                                    [4] 

149  148  147  146 

        145  144  143  142 

 
 Each number is of half mark. 

Q9. (A) Pick and write the odd number from each of the following.  

[1X4=4] 

a)     32        19        12         20 

b)     14        44         57        20   



 

c)     97        26         64        76 

d)     66        43        56         46 

 

(B)  Pick and write the even number from each of the following. [1X4=4] 

a)     45        32         81        63 

b)     53        44.        37        19 

c)     17        18         13        11 

d)     65        83         92        77 

************************************************************ 

SUBJECT- ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 
MARKING SCHEME OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 

 
 

Q1. Answer the following questions.                    [15]                     
 

a) Why do we need a house?                                                    (3) 
(1)                                     (1) 

Ans.  (We need a house to live in it). (It protects us from heat, cold, 
(1) 
rain, storm, dust), (wild animals and thieves.) 
(Even two options are acceptable) 

 
b) Write any three healthy eating habits.                                  (3) 

 
Ans.     i) Drink two glasses of milk everyday.            (1) 
ii) Have lots of fruits and vegetables.              (1) 



           iii) Wash your hands before and after meals.  (1) 
 
c) How can we save water? Mention any three points.              (3) 

 
Ans.     i) (Cleaning the car with a wet cloth) and (not washing with a  

               hose pipe.) (½ + ½ = 1) 
ii) Watering plants with a watering can. (1) 
           iii) Getting a leaky tap repaired. (1) 

 
d) What is a neighbourhood? Name any two places in your  

neighbourhood?                                                                 (1+2) 
 

Ans.     (The area around our house is called a neighbourhood.) (1) 
(1)               (1) 
Any two neighbourhood places are (market) and (park.)  
(hospital / police station / post office / school / fire station  
             bus stop / bank) – Any two are acceptable 
 
 
 
 
 

e) What is a hobby? Mention your favourite hobby.                (2+1) 
(1)                                 (1) 

Ans.     (A hobby is an activity done for fun) (during our free time.)  
                                                                                            (1)    
My favourite hobby is reading. (Any hobby they can write.) 
 
           (1 mark will be deducted for four spelling mistakes from 
each answer) 

 



Q2. Name the following.                                                         [2x8] 
 

a) Two things you do with your hands.  
 

i) write / eat / shake hands     ii) clap / hold / draw 
(Any two answers are acceptable) 

 
b) Two things used to make kutcha house. 

 
i) mud / wood                ii) straw 

(Any two answers are acceptable) 
 

c) Two sources of food. 
 
i) plants                          ii) animals 

 
d) Two food for babies. 

 
i) porridge                       ii) khicchdi 
 

e) Two sources of underground water. 
 
  i) hand pump                  ii) well 

 
f) Two things to decorate the house. 

 
i) lamps                           ii) flowers 

(carpets / bright curtains / photo frames / rangoli / indoor 
plants / paintings) – Any two answers are acceptable. 

g) Two vegetables eaten raw.  
 
i) tomato / carrot                        ii) onion / radish 



(Any two answers are acceptable) 
 

 

h) Two uses of water. 
 
 i) cooking                        ii) washing 
(drinking / mopping / brushing / watering plants / bathing) 
 
(Any two answers are acceptable) 

 For spelling mistakes ½ mark will be deducted. 
 If the answer is wrong no marks will be given. 

 
Q3. Fill in the blanks with suitable words.                              [1x8] 
 

a) Legs help us to walk and run.( jump, kick, skip, dance ) 
 
b) We should respect the helpers in the neighbourhood. 
 
c) We should keep our house neat and clean. 
 
d) It is great fun to share food with friends and familymembers. 
 
e) The sweepers sweep the neighbourhood area. 
 

 If the answer is wrong no marks will be given. 
 1 mark will be deducted for two spelling mistakes. 

 
Q4. Write whether the following statements are true or false. [1x5] 
 

a) People have different likes and dislikes. true 
 

b) We should not remove cobwebs. false 
 



c) We should drink plenty of water. true 
 

d) We use ATM to withdraw cash. true 
 

e) When should not throw the garbage in the dustbin. false 
 

 If the answer is wrong no marks will be given. 
 If false is written as flase (silly mistake) ½ marks will be 

deducted.  
 

Q5. Choose and write the correct answer.                              [1x4] 
 

a) A pucca house is made up of ( steel / mud ) 
 
b) Children play in the ( park / market ) 
 
c) The meal we have at night ( dinner / lunch ) 
 
d) Doctor and nurses work here ( office / hospital ) 

 
 If the answer is wrong no marks will be given. 

Q6. Pick the odd one out.                                                      [1x3] 
 

a)  i) teacher     ii) blackboard     iii) school     iv) post box 
 

b)  i) pizza         ii) chips              iii) salad       iv) burger 
 

c)  i) onion        ii) fish                iii) cucumber    iv) tomato 
 

 If the answer is wrong no marks will be given. 

Q7. Complete the pair.                                                          [1x3] 
 



a) sofa – drawing room 
 
bed – bedroom 
 

b) cups and plates – kitchen / dinning room 
 
study table – study room 
 

c) bucket and mug – bathroom 
 
table mats – dinning table 
 

 If the answer is wrong no marks will be given. 

Q8. Match the following and write the correct number.              [5] 
 

           A                                        B 
 
1)     milkman                               plants                    3 

 
2)     firefighters                            post office              4 
 
3)     gardener                               police station         5 
 
4)     stamps                                  milk                      1 
 
5)     policemen                              fire station            2 

 

 1 mark for each correct answer.  
 
 

Q9. Write the home of the following animals and insects            [5]    
 



1)  bird                  nest 
 

2)  dog                   kennel 
 
3)  bee                   bee hive 
 
4)  ant                   ant hill 
 
5)  lion                  den 
 

 1 mark for each correct answer. 
 1 mark will be deducted for two spelling mistakes. 

 
 

Q10. Name the five sense organs and write its uses.               [2x5] 
 
 

1) nose – We smell with our nose. / ( nose – smell ) 
 

2) ears – We hear with our ears. / ( ears – hear ) 
 

3) eyes – We see with our eyes. / ( eyes – see ) 
 

4) tongue – We taste food with our tongue. / ( tongue - taste ) 
 

5) skin – We touch and feel with our skin./(skin – feel and touch) 
 

 2 marks for each answer. 
 1 mark will be deducted for two spelling mistakes. 
 Answer can be written in either way. 

 



 
 
 
 
 

Q11. Label the body parts.                                              [6] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
<-------------- 1 
 
 
 
 
 
<------------------------ 2 
               3 --------------------------------> 
 
 
                          4 --------------------> 
                     5 --------------> 
 
 
<-------------------- 6 
 
 
 
 

 
1) head / hair 
2) neck 



3) chest 
4) stomach 
5) fingers 
6) knee / leg 

 
 If the answer is wrong no marks will be given. 
 If spelling is wrong marks will be deducted 

************************************************************** 

 


